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Executive Summary
• London Borough of Haringey Council (LB Haringey) has undertaken a series of

engagement activities to support the development of traffic interventions on the

Harringay Ladder, including Green Lanes, Endymion Road and Wightman Road in

LB Haringey. This phase of engagement followed a programme of works on the

Green Lanes area in 2015 and published in 2017. The Transport Study published

in 2017 recommended several changes that were supported by residents and

businesses who were concerned about the traffic conditions in the Green Lanes

area. This next phase of engagement is reviewing the previous work undertaken

and asks resident if and what further feedback should be considered as part of

this study, including any on-going traffic affects as a result of the Covid-19

pandemic and the Low Traffic Neighbourhoods for St Ann’s. The feedback

gathered at this stage will contribute to what was previously received and be

used to inform the developing traffic interventions coming forward and shaping

the next phase of engagement in Autumn 2022. This report summarises the

engagement work and feedback received on this phase.

• This interim report focuses on the engagement activity undertaken on the 17

March 2022 on the next phase of the Harringay Ladder Traffic and Transport

Review (HLTTR). This phase of engagement aimed to inform residents of the

feedback received during the 2015 Transport Study, inform them of the next

steps and seek any additional feedback from the community. Engagement

activities included a letter drop to the local community and local businesses, an

email to key community stakeholders and two webinars, one dedicated for local

businesses and one for the local community and stakeholders.

• Engage Communicate Facilitate (ECF), an independent specialist community

engagement consultancy, was instructed by LB Haringey to manage this stage

of the engagement and consultation process. The engagement process was

designed to ensure the widest range of voices in the community could be heard

and provide their views during the first phase of engagement.
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• Based on the feedback received, ECF has identified the following key

observations for consideration:

o The roads in and around the Harringay Ladder are dangerous to all road

users. Residents and businesses would like action to be taken to alleviate

these issues. Legal and illegal roadside parking was identified as a

significant contributing factor.

o High levels of traffic and congestion in the area causes increased levels of

pollution.

o Feedback analysis found support for policy to reduce through traffic to the

Harringay Ladder and surrounding roads.

o Participants frequently referenced the negative impact to residents of Heavy

Goods Vehicles (HGVs) travelling through the area.

Figure 1: Screenshot from the HLTTR Business Webinar 



INTRODUCTION



1. Introduction 

1.1 This interim engagement report provides an overview of the results from the

Business and Residents webinar engagement that took place on 17 March 2022.

1.2 Between 2015 and 2017, LB Haringey undertook a transport study of the Green

Lanes area, which included extensive community engagement. The study aimed to:

• Improve the urban realm

• Rationalise traffic volume and routes

• Improve road safety for all road users

• Maintain or enhance bus journey times and reliability

• Enhance pedestrian and cycle accessibility into and within the study area

• Improve the quality of life and health outcomes for residents

1.3 Since the publication of the study in 2017, several measures have been introduced

for the area, including the Wightman Road scheme. During this next phase of

engagement, LB Haringey is undertaking an up-to-date review of the traffic and

transport issues facing the area, as identified in the previous Transport Study. This

feedback, alongside the 2017 study responses, will be used to develop a list of

transport actions to take forward over the next three to five years. We will be looking to

prioritise and implement changes in the near future, starting with those which are the

simplest but have the most far-reaching impacts.
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1.4 The purpose of the engagement in March 2022, was to update and inform

residents, community groups and businesses of the findings from previous

engagements and to gather additional feedback to be used to develop a series of

proposals. The consultation area includes Green Lanes, Endymion Road, Wightman

Road and the Harringay Ladder and aims to improve it for communities who live, work

and use these areas.

1.5 As part of the engagement process, activities included a letter sent to residents,

stakeholders and local businesses, as well as an email sent to key stakeholders,

informing them of this phase of engagement and inviting them to attend an online

webinar on the subject. Two webinars were held, one dedicated to local businesses

and the other for the community and stakeholders. In addition, an email was sent to all

participants following the webinars to update them on the next steps and when they

would expect to receive an update from LB Haringey.

1.6 This interim engagement report will be used, alongside the 2017 Transport Study,

to develop a list of actions to tackle the traffic problems and ways to increase walking

and cycling in the area.



METHODOLOGY



2. Methodology 
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2.1 Working closely with LB Haringey officers, ECF produced a Communications and

Engagement Plan to outline the methodology to support the HLTTR next phase of

engagement.

2.2 The methodology was designed to reach a wide range of the public, stakeholders

and local businesses, including those with protected characteristics (as defined by the

2010 Equality Act) and to encourage them to attend one of the two webinars, where

applicable i.e. for businesses or local residents. The plan also included measures to

ensure those who are typically seldom heard in these processes were able to

participate and provide their feedback.

Overview

2.3 At the heart of this phase of engagement was the two online webinars offered to

businesses, residents and stakeholders. The purpose of the online webinars was to

share the findings of the 2017 Transport Study and 2021 Public Consultation with

participants and to allow them to add any further feedback.

2.4 The online webinars took place at the following times:

• Thursday 17 March 2022, 12.00pm – 1.30pm

• Thursday 17 March 2022, 7.00pm – 8.30pm

2.5 Each session comprised of a short presentation, by a representative from NRP, on

the feedback and analysis gathered from the previous engagement programme

undertaken on the HLTTR. This was followed by an interactive question and answer

session, with individuals able to ask their question either verbally or in writing.

2.6 The two webinars were advertised to participants via a letter drop and email. The 

letter additionally provided a contact email address and invited residents/businesses 

to visit the project website to review the feedback received during the previous phase 

of engagement.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/289425348007
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/275627879407


FEEDBACK AND ANALYSIS



3.0. Participants 

3.1 This section of the report covers participation rates from the two webinars.

3.2 Demographic data was not collected on the individuals who participated in this

phase of the engagement process.

Overall participation

3.3 There was the following level of participation across the engagement activities:

• 18 registered, and 14 attended the business webinar

• 151 registered, and 93 attended the community webinar

• 56 comments were received during the two webinars

• 65 questions were received during the two webinars

3.4 A total of 107 individuals participated in this phase of engagement.

Overall engagement

3.5 This phase of engagement was advertised via letter drops to Green Lanes, 
Endymion Road and the Harringay Ladder.

3.6 An email was also sent to 42 key stakeholders, informing them of this phase of 
engagement and inviting them to participate.
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Figure 2: Copy of the letter sent to local residents and stakeholders 



4.0 Feedback and Analysis - Business webinar

4.1 Of those businesses that attended the dedicated business webinar, five

questions and seven individual pieces of feedback were received either verbally or

written in the Q&A or chat function. This section analyses the responses received.

4.2 The feedback received was diverse and ranging, including key roads/places of

concern and requests for future interventions. These responses have been analysed

and the following key themes were identified:

• Green Lanes has significant issues with parking, and this has a knock-on effect,

making the road and those nearby more dangerous to other road users.

• Any future interventions need to balance the needs of residents, those utilising the

north-south corridor and the needs of businesses. One business owner stressed

that businesses rely on the movement of goods to function and survive.

• Constant road works on the Ladder Roads increases congestion and pollution

levels.

• One participant commented that traffic lights are often a hindrance to traffic flow

and requested ‘smart’ traffic lights to help alleviate congestion.

• Comment received on the risk of consultation fatigue in this area and ensuring

that all voices, particularly those with protected characteristics, are heard within

the process.

• A request was received to undertake a study of journey purpose through the

Ladder Roads and understand the types of users of these roads.
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4.3 A selection of feedback has been included below:

• “Green Lanes has no car parks and becomes ‘all things to all men’. Businesses

need to be able to have goods in and goods out to function.”

• “The traffic lights in the area are often a hindrance to traffic flow, not a help,

creating unnecessary congestion.”

• “One of the issues you will need to deal with is consultation fatigue in this area.

There are concern in this area that this is another consultation and when are we

going to get strategies implemented.”

• “Everyone has issues, residents and businesses.”



4.0 Feedback and Analysis - Community 
webinar 

4.4 60 questions and 49 individual comments (including written and oral questions)

were received during the community webinar, held on Thursday 17 March. The

feedback received has been analysed and a series of key, reoccurring themes have

been identified, including those related to specific roads/places and broader themes.

Roads and Places

4.5 Out of those 49 comments received, 27 (55%) specifically referenced a road or

place. Of those comments, the most frequently referenced places were Wightman

Road (33%), Green Lanes (22%) and Raleigh Road (15%). Issues raised in relation to

these locations referred to these roads/places as dangerous and the high volumes

of traffic. The following comments referencing these locations were received:

• “The Wightman road could reduce a lane and onto Raleigh road could be improved.”

• “Wightman Road has been made ridiculously dangerous. The number of accidents

since the change of the road has increased including with emergency services.

cars and vans are constantly parked on the yellow lines causing more traffic and

congestion. there is never anyone around to actually take action on these vehicles.”

• “We live on Raleigh Road. we currently have continuous traffic down our street

pouring out pollution because it is so difficult to get onto Wightman road at the end

of our street. some simple solutions could make a significant immediate

difference.”

• “Another issue is the delivery mopeds weaving about along Green Lanes especially

when traffic load is high.”
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Wightman Road 
33%

Green Lanes 
22%

Pemberton Road 
8%

Haringey Passage 
7%

Ladder Roads 
7%

Falkland Road
4%

Lothair Road 
4%

Raleigh Road
15%

A count of the number of times specific roads/places were mentioned

4.6 In total the Ladder Roads were mentioned 10 times (37%) in respondent 
feedback at the community webinar, this includes Falkland Road, Raleigh Road, 
Pemberton Road and Lothair Road.



4.0. Feedback and Analysis
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Key themes

4.7 Of those 49 comments that were received during this phase of engagement,

several recurring themes arose from respondent feedback, including:

• The roads and areas around the Harringay Ladder are dangerous and residents

are calling for action to be taken.

• The number of vehicles, particularly HGVs, in the area is increasing air and noise

pollution.

• Support of policy to reduce through traffic.

• Overall negative impact of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) in the area.

• The junction out of Raleigh Road is dysfunctional.

4.8 Dangerous roads;

4.9 14% of comments received (8 times) referred to the dangerous roads in and

around the Harringay Ladder, with frequent mention of Wightman Road and previous

roadworks undertaken here. Further key themes from respondent feedback include

loose manhole covers, road-side parking creating blind spots and dangerous drivers.

A selection of respondent comments are below:

• “Wightman Road has been made ridiculously dangerous. The number of accidents

since the change of the road has increased including with emergency services.

cars and vans are constantly parked on the yellow lines causing more traffic and

congestion.”

• “The current situation has resulted in traffic backing up to the start of the road, and

people begin to reverse dangerously and use their horns, disturbing residents.”

• “In regards to the safety of Wightman road, there are man holes that are lose and

shake when cars drive over them. These cause both a danger to traffic and to

pedestrians, not to mention the constant noise that is cause when they are driven

over. When will this be addressed as this is a major health and safety issue.”

4.10 Increased pollution;

4.11 Six comments received (11%) referenced the increase of noise and air pollution,

the following themes emerged in the analysis:

• Changes to Wightman Road has increased traffic and pollution in the area,

particularly during rush hours.

• Idling HGVs cause further air pollution.

• Changes should be made to prioritise the residents and businesses that live and

work in the area.

4.12 One resident offered the following comment:

“Haringey Council needs to prioritise the health and safety of children who live here

24/7 365 days a year. This is far more important than traders and profits. A solution

that is good for all is best but if trade offs need to be made they must be on the side

of people who actually live here and need clean air to breathe.”



4.0 Feedback and Analysis
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4.13 Support for reducing through traffic;

4.14 A number of comments received (5 times, 9%) referenced that they were in

support of reducing through traffic to the Harringay Ladder and surrounding roads.

In particular, comments mentioned reducing the number of vehicles coming from

other London boroughs and other areas within Haringey, such as Islington and

Stroud Green. One resident suggested an intervention on Endymion Road should be

considered, to try and reduce north-south through traffic.

4.15 HGVs;

4.16 The impact of HGVs in the area was mentioned a number of times in

respondent comments (4 times, 7%). Some key points were raised in relation to this

theme:

• HGVs attempting to turn in narrow roads, such as Warham Road, causing traffic

and danger to other drivers and road users.

• Idling HGVs increasing pollution.

• A request was received to limit the hours HGVs could use the Ladder Roads to

prevent ongoing disturbances to residents.

• HGVs going over speeds bumps causes increased noise pollution and potential

threat to safety.

4.17 Raleigh Road;

4.18 Four comments (7%) were received in relation to the poor junction out of

Raleigh Road onto Wightman Road. Respondent comments tended to reference the

problematic right-hand turn onto Wightman Road and the continuous traffic Raleigh

Road receives from Green Lanes and Wood Green Road onto Wightman Road.

Subsequently, respondent comments have suggested introducing traffic lights and

consideration for two left turning lanes from the B138 to the A0504.

4.19 Other, less frequent, themes to arise from respondent feedback included:

• Requests for further consultation with cyclists and their specific road needs.

• Two comments received requested that the traffic light sequence be altered on

Wightman Road.

• Suggestions to remove a road lane on Wightman Road.

• Impact of cross-borough commuters.

• Some residents would like to see greater enforcement of speeding and parking

violations.



5.0 Email correspondence    

5.1 As part of the engagement process, a dedicated project email address has been 
shared and distributed on all project channels and emails were collated for analysis. 
21 emails were received during this stage of the engagement process, however only 
three emails consisted of feedback towards the process. 

Demographics 

5.2 Demographic data was not collected on individuals who participated in the 
process through this means. 

Email Summary 

5.3 The emails received during this phase of engagement included overall feedback on 

the proposals, suggestions on what could be further included and comments relating 

to specific locations. 

5.4 From the three emails received, two expressed concern over the current levels of 

traffic and congestion on Wightman Road, with one person stating “during the peak 

hours there is a non-stop stream of cars queuing down our road, trying to turn right onto 

Wightman Road”. This same resident complained that this issue has led to noise and 

air pollution on their street. The resident also expressed concern over the impact of 

this congestion on access for emergency services. This respondent has called for 

traffic restrictions in the area, citing Raleigh Road as a particular rat run.  

5.5 One respondent cited concerns over HGV traffic in Harringay that blocks off 

Wightman Road and the surrounding streets. The respondent also condemned recent 

improvements to Wightman Road, particularly the addition of an island,  as they cause 

cars to “zig zag” down the road, leading to accidents and an unsafe flow of traffic. 
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The respondent speculated that the improvements are an attempt by Haringey Council to 
increase parking revenues by disallowing street-parking. The respondent stressed the impact of 
current traffic levels on air pollution:

• “Serious concerns that the new latest improvement on Wightman Road whereby all vehicle are 
forced to weave in and out towards each other in zig zag manor”

• “When Haringey Council appointed Road Contractors carried out these dangerous restrictions 
they did not carry out a full risk assessment to account for all users of Wightman Road and the 
Ladders”

• “I am (a) severely Dyslexic blue badge holder with mobility issues but as a long standing 
resident living on Wightman Road close to top of Warham Road and I have suffered the ill 
effects of the poisonous Toxic Exhaust Fumes for hours” 

5.7 One respondent requested Haringey Council paint markings on the pedestrian crossing at 
Alroy Road as currently cars do not realise it is a crossing and increase risk for pedestrians: 

• “I live on Atterbury Rd and my children go to Stroud Green Primary school. We need to cross the 
road Alroy Road just before its junction with Endymion Road. There are the marking for blind 
people but no zebra crossing. Cars are not stopping to let pedestrian cross and it is quite 
dangerous as the drivers think we are not allowed to cross there.”



6.0 Feedback summary 

6.1 This section provides a summary of the feedback received during the two 

webinars on 17 March 2022:

• Respondent feedback indicates that residents and businesses are exacerbated by 

the current traffic and transport issues in the project area and welcome 

interventions to improve this area. 

• Of the key reoccurring themes identified, the most frequent emphasised the 

Harringay Ladder and surrounding roads are dangerous for all road users. 

Feedback received frequently referenced legal and illegal roadside parking as 

significant contributing factors to blind spots and levels of danger on these roads.

• The analysis found support for introducing policy to reduce through traffic to the 

Harringay Ladder and surrounding roads. Several respondents emphasised 

additional traffic as a result of cars travelling from neighbouring boroughs and 

other areas within LB Haringey.

• A key concern to arise in feedback was the levels of pollution in the area due to 

increased levels of traffic and idling vehicles. 

• Strong views were expressed on the negative impact of HGVs in the area, 

particularly over speed bumps and at anti-social hours. Comparatively business 

owners were keen to stress the need for the transporting of goods for their 

businesses to remain viable.

• Wightman Road, Green Lanes and Raleigh Road were the roads/areas referenced 

most frequently as problematic areas to travel. 
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7.0 Next steps  
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Timeframe Activity

September 2022 Publish interim report

Summer - Autumn 2022 Undertaking traffic modelling to inform the development 
of concept options

Autumn 2022 Public engagement on the traffic modelling findings

School Streets engagement

October 2022 – Summer 2023 Analysis and modelling of all the proposed options 

Summer 2023 Public consultation on modelled proposals

7.1 Following the next phase of engagement, there will be a discussions undertaken 

with stakeholders to progress the development of works.

The following engagement activities are expected to take place:



APPENDICES



Appendix: List of stakeholder groups contacted
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Hewitt Road Residents Association 

Ladder Community Safety Partnerships 

Neighbourhood Watch group - Hermitage Road 

Friends of Harringay Passage 

Friends of Ducketts Common 

Friends of Lordship Rec 

Friends of Fairlands Park 

Friends of Finsbury Park 

Friends of Railway Fields 

Tottenham and Wood Green Friends of the Earth 

Ethiopian Community Projects 

The Community HUB Haringey 

Kurdish Community Centre 

North Harringay Primary School 

South Harringay Infant School 

South Harringay Junior School 

Saint John Vianney Roman Catholic Primary School

Harringay Green Lanes Traders Association 

North London Chamber of Commerce 

Future Wood Green (Wood Green BID) 

The Mall Wood Green 

Haringey Cycling Campaign 

Haringey Living Streets 

Harringay Ladder Healthy Streets 

London Cycling Campaign 

London Buses 

TfL 

St John the Baptist Greek Orthodox 

Liberty Church 

The Harvest Network/The Gospel Centre

London Islamic Cultural Centre 

The Parish Church of Saint Paul Harringay 

London Alevi Cultural Centre and Cemevi 

Greek Cypriot Women's Organisation Haringey 

Turkish Cypriot Community Association 

Haringey Women's Forum 

Haringey LGBT Forum 

Wise Thoughts 

Disability Action Haringey 

Magic Life Haringey Road 

My AFK 

DABD 



ECF Office

ECF, 411 Print Rooms,
164-180 Union Street, London, SE1 0LH
T: 0204 541 2375
E: info@engagecf.co.uk
W: www.engagecf.co.uk


